§ 1926.702 Requirements for equipment and tools.

(a) Bulk cement storage. (1) Bulk storage bins, containers, and silos shall be equipped with the following:
   (i) Conical or tapered bottoms; and
   (ii) Mechanical or pneumatic means of starting the flow of material.

(b) Concrete mixers. Concrete mixers with one cubic yard (.8 m$^3$) or larger loading skips shall be equipped with the following:
   (1) A mechanical device to clear the skip of materials; and
   (2) Guardrails installed on each side of the skip.

(c) Power concrete trowels. Powered and rotating type concrete troweling machines that are manually guided shall be equipped with a control switch that will automatically shut off the power whenever the hands of the operator are removed from the equipment handles.

(d) Concrete buggies. Concrete buggy handles shall not extend beyond the wheels on either side of the buggy.

(e) Concrete pumping systems. (1) Concrete pumping systems using discharge pipes shall be provided with pipe supports designed for 100 percent overload.
   (2) Compressed air hoses used on concrete pumping system shall be provided with positive fail-safe joint connectors to prevent separation of sections when pressurized.

(f) Concrete buckets. (1) Concrete buckets equipped with hydraulic or pneumatic gates shall have positive safety latches or similar safety devices installed to prevent premature or accidental dumping.
   (2) Concrete buckets shall be designed to prevent concrete from hanging up on top and the sides.

(g) Masonry saws. (1) Masonry saws shall be guarded with a semicircular enclosure over the blade.
   (2) A method for retaining blade fragments shall be incorporated in the design of the semicircular enclosure.

(h) Lockout/Tagout Procedures. (1) No employee shall be permitted to perform maintenance or repair activity on equipment (such as compressors, mixers, screens or pumps used for concrete and masonry construction activities) where the inadvertent operation of the equipment could occur and cause injury, unless all potentially hazardous energy sources have been locked out and tagged.
   (2) Tags shall read Do Not Start or similar language to indicate that the equipment is not to be operated.

§ 1926.703 Requirements for cast-in-place concrete.

(a) General requirements for formwork. (1) Formwork shall be designed, fabricated, erected, supported, braced and maintained so that it will be capable of supporting without failure all vertical and lateral loads that may reasonably be anticipated to be applied to the formwork. Formwork which is designed, fabricated, erected, supported, braced and maintained in conformance with the appendix to this section will be deemed to meet the requirements of this paragraph.

(b) Shoring and reshoring. (1) All shoring equipment (including equipment used in reshoring operations) shall be...